How to look for books on Kovsiecat

From the UFS webpage, click on Library

Click on Resources and click on Catalogue (Kovsiecat)
Type in your topic – use keywords and combine with the word AND
Click on SUBMIT

You can also do a title and author search by clicking in the appropriate circle next to author and title

Location – shows the library where you will find the book
Shelf no – you need the whole number to find the book on the shelf (Numbers & Alphabet)
Status – shows if the book is on the shelf or not (for now missing inventory also)
Indicates that the book is on the shelf.  
A date indicates that the book has been taken out and must be returned on that specific date.

When you click on the title (blue underlined link), you will find the full bibliographic details of the book.  
Yet again missing inventory indicates that the book will be on the shelf. Soon all the missing inventory indicators will be changed to check shelf.